THE BREAKDOWN OF KINGSHIP
thing which flowed in as a matter of course—but aids and grants
were something quite separate and admittedly voluntary; only
the trouble was that this regular revenue was no longer nearly
sufficient to carry on the work of Government.
The King was bound to hesitate before assenting to so violent
a new measure as this Petition of Right; no Government can
permanently abandon its power to govern, and these demands
(especially the clauses on the right of arrest and imprisonment)
would have amounted to that. However, the necessity for
saving Buckingham was great and urgent; the pack were close
upon him. So Charles assented to the Petition of Right as a
Bill, but he gave only a general assent, instead of using the
consecrated formula in French," Que Droit soit fait comme est
desire," which turns a Bill into a law. This general consent
was thought too vague; there was an uproar against it, and
Charles yielded on the tacit understanding that the attack on
Buckingham should cease. He signed the Bill in the accepted
form which made it law without question.
Murder of Buckingham. The revolutionary leaders
renewed their old opposition—they produced yet another
Remonstrance denouncing the Duke, and they went a step
farther in the revolutionary path by claiming that the Petition
of Right forbade the King to levy the customs. That the
statement was a falsehood is immaterial; the point is that it
was not intended to be true, but to force the King's hand,
and it was somehow managed that one of the Duke's hangers-
on, a physician called Lamb, should be murdered. Parliament
was adjourned (not dissolved) on June 26 until the following
January, and placards appeared in the streets threatening
Buckingham with death. On August 23, as Buckingham was
preparing to start from Portsmouth, where another expedition
was being fitted out, he was stabbed to death by one Fekon,
a discontented officer. Who inspired Felton, or whether he
merely caught the prevailing excitement, we do not know%
The Change in the King. The shock of Buckingham's
murder produced a great change in Charles. It suddenly
matured him. His silent and reserved character had always
nourished a strong sense of duty, which in a king means the
duty of ruling for the advantage not of a class but of all.
Hitherto he had relied wholly upon Buckingham, He had been
led by him, and absorbed in the superior age, energy, aad
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